
SAT COURSE FEESAT COURSE FEE

 SAT Course Manual

Verbal practice book

Math practice book

SAT ULTIMATE GROUP CLASS RM 4288

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Suitable for all SAT takers 

Small focused- group class

COURSE INCLUDES

24 Class hours (Online/F2F)

16 Test hours (with dedicated proctor)

4 Full-length Practice Test (replica of real SAT)

PRYNS COURSE MATERIALS 

SAT in-class Manual

Verbal practice book

Math practice book

SAT PRIVATE TUTORIAL RM 5288

COURSE INFO

18 Class hours (Online/F2F)

16 Test hours (with dedicated proctor)

4 Full-length Practice Test (replica of real SAT)

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

SAT STRATEGY SESSION

12 Class hours (Online/F2F)

2 Full-length Practice Test (replica of real SAT)

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

Exclusively handpicked Handouts from course workbook

Practice drills 

RM 2888

LAST MINUTE PREP FOR SAT TEST TAKERS

COURSE INFO

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Customized course outline 

Flexible class schedule (Dedicated Trainer)

COURSE INCLUDES



GMAT COURSE FEEGMAT COURSE FEE
GMAT GROUP CLASS RM 3888

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Suitable for all GMAT takers 

Focused- group class

COURSE INCLUDES

24 Class hours (Online)

Online practice test (auto-timed) by section

Incldes all 4 components: Quant,Verbal.Intergrated Reasoning,AWA

PRYNS COURSE MATERIALS 

GMAT Prep Practice book

GMAT in class handouts 

GMAT PRIVATE TUTORIAL RM 3600

COURSE INFO

18 Class hours min (Online)

Given choice to pick Verbal only/math only

Online practice test (auto-timed) by section

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

GMAT REFRESHER COURSE

10 Class hours (Online)

Online Assesment Test (auto-timed) 

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

Exclusively handpicked Handouts from course workbook

Practice drills 

RM 2888

COURSE INFO

COURSE INFO

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Customized course outline 

Flexible class schedule (Dedicated Trainer)

COURSE INCLUDES

GMAT Prep Practice book

GMAT in class handouts 



IELTS COURSE FEEIELTS COURSE FEE

12 Class hours min (Online) / F2F

Focused attention 

Practice tests

9 Class hours (Online) / F2F

Practice tests 

3 hours per day/ 3 days workshop 

COURSE INFO

IELTS GROUP CLASS RM 2588

Courses structured around your ability 

Get IELTS ready with qualified tutors

Suitable for all IELTS takers

Focused- small group class

COURSE INCLUDES

20 Class hours (Online) / F2F

Practice tests

Incldes all 4 components: Reading,Writing, Listening and Speaking

PRYNS COURSE MATERIALS 
IELTS workbook

IELTS class handouts 

IELTS PRIVATE TUTORIAL RM 1588

COURSE INFO

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

IELTS REFRESHER COURSE

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

Exclusively handpicked Handouts from course workbook

Practice drills 

RM 1088

COURSE INFO

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Tailored course outline 

Flexible class schedule (Dedicated Trainer)

COURSE INCLUDES

IELTS Prep Practice book

IELTS in class handouts 



PTE COURSE FEEPTE COURSE FEE

16 Class hours min (Online) / F2F

Focused attention 

Practice tests

10 Class hours (Online) / F2F

Practice tests 

2 hours per day/ 5 days classes

COURSE INFO

 PTE SEMI PRIVATE TUTORIAL RM 3088

Courses structured around your ability 

Get PTE ready with qualified tutors

Suitable for all IELTS takers

Focused- small group class

COURSE INCLUDES

25 Class hours (Online) / F2F

Practice tests

Incldes all 4 components: Reading,Writing, Listening and Speaking

PRYNS COURSE MATERIALS 
PTE workbook

PTE class handouts 

PTE PRIVATE TUTORIAL RM 2080

COURSE INFO

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

PTE REFRESHER COURSE

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

PTE course workbook

Practice drills 

RM 1500

COURSE INFO

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Tailored course outline 

Flexible class schedule (Dedicated Trainer)

COURSE INCLUDES

PTE Prep Practice book

PTE in class handouts 



TOEFL COURSE FEETOEFL COURSE FEE

14 Class hours min (Online) / F2F

Focused attention 

Practice tests

9 Class hours (Online) / F2F

Practice tests 

3 hours per day/ 3 days workshop 

COURSE INFO

TOEFL GROUP CLASS RM 2888

Courses structured around your ability 

Get TOEFL ready with qualified tutors

Suitable for all TOEFL Test takers

Focused- small group class

COURSE INCLUDES

20 Class hours (Online) / F2F

Practice tests

Incldes all 4 components: Reading,Writing, Listening and Speaking

PRYNS COURSE MATERIALS 

TOEFL workbook

TOEFL class handouts 

TOEFL PRIVATE TUTORIAL RM 2188

COURSE INFO

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

TOEFL REFRESHER COURSE

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

Exclusively handpicked Handouts from course workbook

Practice drills 

RM 1288

COURSE INFO

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Tailored course outline 

Flexible class schedule (Dedicated Trainer)

COURSE INCLUDES

TOEFL Prep Practice book

TOEFL in class handouts 



TOEFL COURSE FEETOEFL COURSE FEE

20 Class hours min (Online) / F2F

Focused attention 

Practice tests

10 Class hours (Online) / F2F

Practice tests 

3 hours per day/ 3 days workshop 

COURSE INFO

TOEFL GROUP CLASS RM 1588

Courses structured around your ability 

Get TOEFL ready with qualified tutors

Suitable for all TOEFL Test takers

Focused- small group class

COURSE INCLUDES

12 Class hours (Online) / F2F

Practice tests

Incldes all 4 components: Reading,Writing, Listening and Speaking

PRYNS COURSE MATERIALS 

TOEFL workbook

TOEFL class handouts 

TOEFL PRIVATE TUTORIAL RM 2588

COURSE INFO

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

TOEFL REFRESHER COURSE

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

Exclusively handpicked Handouts from course workbook

Practice drills 

RM 1088

COURSE INFO

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Tailored course outline 

Flexible class schedule (Dedicated Trainer)

COURSE INCLUDES

TOEFL Prep Practice book

TOEFL in class handouts 



GED COURSEGED COURSE

1. Reasoning through the Language Arts,

2. Social Studies

3.Science Studies

4.Mathematical Reasoning

The GED test covers a wealth of information within the

four-test sections. These test sections include 

You wil l not need to know all of the information in these areas

to pass the GED. You wil l  also need to know and understand

several of the main topics in each area. This course provides a

comprehensive delivery of all four components and numerous

practice resources to use for each of these main topics.

This comprehensive course wil l  prepare you to take the GED

(General Educational Development) test. The testing format

will be explained and broken down to highlight the current

four testing areas along with the content each of these

sections wil l  cover.

 

Students wil l  be provided with many resources from test tips

and strategies, exercises, assignments and practice tests.



GED COURSEGED COURSE

1. Reasoning through the Language Arts,

2. Social Studies

3.Science Studies

4.Mathematical Reasoning

The GED test covers a wealth of information within the four-test

sections. These test sections include 

You wil l not need to know all of the information in these areas to

pass the GED. You wil l  also need to know and understand several of

the main topics in each area. This course provides a comprehensive

delivery of all four components and numerous practice resources to

use for each of these main topics.

What is GED

The GED is comprised of the GED test and the GED credential. The

GED test includes exams on four different topics, including math,

reasoning through language arts, science, and social studies.

Once you pass all four exams on the GED test, you’ve earned your

GED credential. This credential serves as a diploma showing you

have a 12-grade level knowledge base—even if you didn’t graduate

from a traditional high school.



GED COURSEGED COURSE
GED Vs. High school Diploma

The GED is a high school equivalency diploma, so you can use it

to apply to college or for a job resume, just l ike you would with

a high school diploma. And if you’re wondering which schools

and jobs accept the GED, we’ve got good news! More than 98

percent of schools in the United States accept the GED,

including community colleges, universities, and private schools.

Couple your GED with a good SAT or ACT score, and you’l l  have

an excellent chance of getting into any school you wish.

 

If you’re ready to dive straight into the workforce, the GED is a

great option in that area too. Employers view the GED as equal

to a high school diploma, so you shouldn’t have trouble applying

for jobs—as long as you have the skil ls and experience necessary

for the position. And, earning a GED also has the potential to

boost your earnings significantly. Many GED graduates go on to

make $9,000 more per year than those without a high school

diploma.

 

A high school diploma is an ideal option to prepare you for a

career and college studies. But this route takes four years to

complete, and some people don’t have the option to attend high

school if they drop out during their teenage years.

 

Luckily, GED graduates can prepare to earn their certificate in

just a few months, and the test can be taken even by those past

high school age.

 

Ultimately, both options are a great way to gain knowledge and

life experience to open up new opportunities, including higher

pay, continued education, and career advancement.



GED POLICIESGED POLICIES

Age limits: 

If you are at least 18 years old you may sit for the test with no

restriction. You need to be at least 16 years old to request an

exception. Before being allowed to test, you wil l  need to fi l l  out

the Age Exception Waiver form and have it signed by a parent or

guardian and then send it to help@ged.com. Once the form is

reviewed and approved by us, you wil l  receive a notification in

your GED.com account letting you know that you can schedule

your test.

University Acceptance:

Thousands of universities across the world accept the GED.

Check with your preferred university, even if not l isted here, for

their admission requirements to confirm they accept the GED.



GED COURSEGED COURSE
Course Highlights:

1. Learn from expert instructors

2. Get one-on-one help

3. Learn the exact skills and concepts to pass

4. Extensive Resources and practice materials

5. Online class/Face to face and Hybrid class options available

GED Test Subjects:

Test Topics 

Basic Math 

Geometry 

Basic Algebra 

Graphs and Functions

Reasoning Through Language Arts

Reading for Meaning

Identifying and Creating Arguments

Grammar and Language

Social Studies

Reading for Meaning in Social Studies

Analyzing Historical Events and Arguments in Social Studies

Using Numbers and Graphs in Social Studies

Science

Reading for Meaning in Science

Designing and Interpreting Science Experiments

Using Numbers and Graphics in Science



GED TESTGED TEST
Scheduling Your Test:

Once you’re ready, you will schedule your test online and you

will take the test at an official GED® test center or through

online proctoring.

To schedule:

1. Create an account 

2. Simply log into your GED® account.

3. Select whether you’ll test at a test center or with online

proctoring.

4. Choose which test subjects you’ll be taking.

5. Pick a day and time that works for you.

6. Pay for the test online using a credit or debit card.

 The GED® test costs changes from US$75 to US$80 per

subject (effective October 1, 2021). There are four subjects on

the GED® test, so the total for all subjects is $320 USD.

Word Ware Distributors SDN

BHD

Level 3, Unit 10, Block F

Phileo Damansara 1, Jalan 16/11

Off Jalan Damansara, Petaling

Jaya

46350 Selangor

Malaysia

Test Center Information

3.1  mi

Pearson Professional Centers-

Singapore

51 Cuppage Road

#05-02/03/04

Singapore 229469

Singapore

Test Center Information

195.4  mi

NTUC LearningHub Pte Ltd

NTUC Trade Union House

73 Bras Basah Road

Level 3, Room 3J

Singapore 189556

Singapore

Test Center Information

196.3  mi

Phuket Academic Language School

66/19 Vichitsongkram Road,

Kathu,

Phuket

83120

Thailand

Test Centres



GED CLASSESGED CLASSES

OPTION 1

We Provide one to one tuition for GED Exam preparation.

Considering the fact that the level of the GED exam takers is

entirely different, the number of hours for each subject depends on

the student strength and weakness on that particular subject. The

minimum recommended hours of preparation is 40 hours. However,

our tutors can advise you about that. Due to Pandemic, we offer

GED online classes to safeguard the students and teachers. 

Schedule flexibility: 

Since this is a private tutorial course, the class schedule depends

on the availability of the trainer and the student.

40 hours one to one 

GED Exam preparation course

Schedule: According to your time and availability ( Flexible for

student )

Registration fee: RM 100 ( applicable for new students only )

Tuition fee: RM 5600

The Fee covers all book materials.



GED CLASSESGED CLASSES  

OPTION 2

Schedule flexibility: 

Since this is a private tutorial course, the class schedule

depends on the availability of the trainer and the student.

20 hours one to one 

GED Exam preparation course

Schedule: According to your time and availability ( Flexible for

student )

Registration fee: RM 100 ( applicable for new students only )

Tuition fee: RM 2800

The Fee covers all book materials.

 

 Prepare 1 subject at a time and pay as per your availability

and number of hours: Fee RM300/hour

 

OPTION 3

 

Schedule flexibility: 

Since this is a private tutorial course, the class schedule

depends on the availability of the trainer and the student.

 



What is CEFR: 

The CEFR, Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, is one

of many frameworks that describe your language proficiency. There are

several frameworks with similar aims including the American Council on the

Teaching of Foreign Languages Proficiency Guidelines (ACTFL), the Canadian

Language Benchmarks (CLB), and the Interagency Language Roundtable scale

(ILR).

While the CEFR is a European scale and specifically designed to apply to any

European language, it is now becoming a worldwide standard framework for

language abil it ies, especially European languages, including English. The

CEFR is not tied to any specific language test - and most standardized

language tests now provide CEFR level equivalents.

Who uses the CEFR?

The CEFR is used extensively in language teaching, both in the public

education sector and in private language schools. In many countries, it has

replaced previous leveling systems used in foreign language teaching. Most

education ministries in Europe have an explicit CEFR-based goal for all

students leaving secondary school, for example B2 in their first foreign

language, B1 in their second. For job seekers, many European adults use a

standardized test score, l ike the TOEIC, to describe their English level.

Adoption of the CEFR is also growing outside Europe, with some individual

countries in Asia and Latin America adopting it in their education systems.

Maison des arts



How can I find out my CEFR level?

The best way to find out your CEFR level is to take a well-designed

standardized test. In English, the EF SET is the best choice because it

is free and the first standardized test to be fully aligned to the CEFR.

You wil l need to set aside 50 minutes to complete the test and find out

your CEFR level.

Most common English assessment tests now provide the CEFR

equivalency. For other language assessments, check with the official

instructional body for the language in Europe, for example the All iance

Française for French, the Instituto Cervantes for Spanish, or the

Goethe Institute for German. Non-European language assessments are

providing CEFR equivalencies, such as HSK Chinese Proficiency Test.

CEFR includes?

The CEFR describes what learners can do across five language skil ls:

Spoken Interaction, Spoken Production, Listening, Reading and Writing.

For all five skil ls at each level, there are sets of detailed 'Can Do'

statements.





How is CEFR level scored?

Level Test score to CEFR level

0 - 10. Level 1: Pre-Beginner. 700. ...

11 - 25. Level 2: Low Beginner. 700 - 1.400. ...

26 - 40. Level 3: Low Intermediate. 1.400 - 2.200. ...

41 - 55. Level 4: Intermediate. 2.200 - 3.000. ...

56 - 70. Level 5: Low Advanced. 3.000 - 5.000. ...

71 - 85. Level 6: Advanced. 5.000 - 8.000. ...

86 - 100. Level 7: Upper Advanced. 8.000+

The “A” Levels:  Basic User

A1 | Beginner

At the A1 CEFR level ,  a language learner can:

Understand and use very basic expressions to satisfy concrete needs.

Introduce themselves and ask others questions about personal details.

Interact simply as long as the other person speaks slowly and clearly.

A2 | Elementary

At the A2 CEFR level ,  a language learner can:

Understand frequently used expressions in most intermediate areas such as

shopping, family,  employment, etc.

Complete tasks that are routine and involve a direct exchange of information.

Describe matters of immediate need in simple terms.

CEFR Levels



The “B” Levels:  Independent User

B1 | Intermediate

At the B1 CEFR level ,  a language learner can:

Understand points regarding family, work, school or leisure-related topics.

Deal with most travel situations in areas where the language is spoken.

Create simple texts on topics of personal interest .

Describe experiences, events, dreams, and ambitions, as well as opinions or

plans in brief.

B2 | Upper Intermediate

At the B2 CEFR level ,  a language learner can:

Understand the main ideas of a complex text such as a technical piece

related to their field.

Spontaneously interact without too much strain for either the learner or the

native speaker.

Produce a detailed text on a wide range of subjects.

The “C” Levels:  Proficient User

C1 | Advanced

At the C1 CEFR level ,  a language learner can:

Understand a wide range of longer and more demanding texts or

conversations.

Express ideas without too much searching.

Effectively use the language for social ,  academic or professional situations.

Create well-structured and detailed texts on complex topics.

C2 | Proficiency

At the C2 CEFR level ,  a language learner can:

Understand almost everything read or heard with ease.

Summarize information from a variety of sources into a coherent

presentation.

Express themselves using precise meaning in complex scenarios.



GRE COURSEGRE COURSE
About the GRE® General Test

 

The Graduate Record Examinations is a standardized

test that is an admissions requirement for many

graduate schools in the United States and Canada

and few in other countries. The GRE is owned and

administered by Educational Testing Service. GRE

scores are used by admissions or fellowship panels

to supplement your undergraduate records,

recommendation letters and other qualifications for

graduate-level study. They provide schools with a

common measure for comparison.

GRE Exam Eligibility 2022
GRE Eligibility: There are no specific GRE eligibility

criteria as prescribed by ETS. Anyone can register for

this GRE exam, irrespective of age or qualifications.

However, candidates applying for master's courses

are required to take their GRE test.



analyze and draw conclusions from discourse; reason from

incomplete data; identify author's assumptions and/or

perspective; understand multiple levels of meaning, such as

literal, figurative and author's intent

select important points; distinguish major from minor or

irrelevant points; summarize text; understand the structure

of a text

understand the meaning of individual words, sentences and

entire texts; understand relationships among words and

among concepts

Verbal Reasoning
The Verbal Reasoning section measures your ability to:

articulate complex ideas clearly and effectively

support ideas with relevant reasons and examples

examine claims and accompanying evidence

sustain a well-focused, coherent discussion

control the elements of standard written English

Analytical Writing
The Analytical Writing section measures your ability to:

understand, interpret and analyze quantitative information

solve problems using mathematical models

apply basic skil ls and elementary concepts of arithmetic,

algebra, geometry and data analysis

Quantitative Reasoning
The Quantitative Reasoning section measures your ability to:



 

Someone who signs up for the GRE general test can expect to

receive three scores after successfully completing the test,

including scores in verbal reasoning, quantitative reasoning

and analytical writing. Verbal and quantitative scores range

from 130 to 170 ,  and these scores are always a whole number.

Writing scores can be as low as zero and as high as six, and

these scores are assigned in half-point increments.

GRE Scores Range
SECTION SCORE RANGE

Verbal Reasoning

130–170, in 1 point increments

Quantitative Reasoning

130–170, in 1 point increments

Analytical Writing

0–6, in half point increments

 



DATE DAY

May 05, 2022 Thursday

May 12, 2022 Thursday

May 13, 2022 Friday

June 08, 2022 Wednesday

June 14, 2022 Tuesday

June 15, 2022 Wednesday

Test Centers and Dates
GRE General Test | Menara Citibank, No. 165, 46th Floor,

Jalan Ampang, Wilayah Persekutuan, Hampshire Park, 50450

Kuala Lumpur, Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia |

May 2022 - June 2022



GRE COURSE FEEGRE COURSE FEE

24 Class hours (Online)

Online practice test (auto-timed) by section

Incldes all 4 components: Quant,Verbal.Intergrated Reasoning,AWA

GRE GROUP CLASS RM 3888

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Suitable for all GRE takers 

Focused- group class

COURSE INCLUDES

PRYNS COURSE MATERIALS 

GRE Prep Practice book

GRE in class handouts 

GRE PRIVATE TUTORIAL RM 3600

COURSE INFO

18 Class hours min (Online)

Given choice to pick Verbal only/math only

Online practice test (auto-timed) by section

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

GRE REFRESHER COURSE

10 Class hours (Online)

Online Assesment Test (auto-timed) 

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

Exclusively handpicked Handouts from course workbook

Practice drills 

RM 2888

COURSE INFO

COURSE INFO

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Customized course outline 

Flexible class schedule (Dedicated Trainer)

COURSE INCLUDES

GRE Prep Practice book

GRE in class handouts 



GRE COURSE STRUCTUREGRE COURSE STRUCTURE

24 Class hours (Online)

Online practice test (auto-timed) by section

Incldes all 4 components: Quant,Verbal.Intergrated Reasoning,AWA

GRE GROUP CLASS 

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Suitable for all GRE takers 

Focused- group class

COURSE INCLUDES

PRYNS COURSE MATERIALS 

GRE Prep Practice book

GRE in class handouts 

GRE PRIVATE TUTORIAL
COURSE INFO

18 Class hours min (Online)

Given choice to pick Verbal only/math only

Online practice test (auto-timed) by section

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

GRE REFRESHER COURSE

10 Class hours (Online)

Online Assesment Test (auto-timed) 

PRYNS COURSE MATERIAL 

Exclusively handpicked Handouts from course workbook

Practice drills 

COURSE INFO

COURSE INFO

Covers all the strategies & techniques required to crack the test .  

Customized course outline 

Flexible class schedule (Dedicated Trainer)

COURSE INCLUDES

GRE Prep Practice book

GRE in class handouts 


